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Overview

• Voyager 2 Magnetic field measurements at
both Uranus and Neptune

• How we represent the global magnetic field 
of a planet with spherical harmonics

• Implications of the Voyager observations for
the ice giant planetary systems

• The impact of future magnetic field
measurements from orbiters and probes



Voyager magnetic field measurements: Uranus

Table 1. Bow shock (BS) and magnetopause 
(MP) boundaries and neutral sheet (NS) cross- 
ings. 

Center Planeto- 
Time centric 

Boundary (day/hours: distance 
minute:second) (Ru)* 

BS 24/07:25:00 23.7 
MPt 24/09:47:25 18.7 
MP 24/10:07:10 18.0 

Closest 24/17:58;24 4.2 
approach 

NS1 25/06:59 28.7 
NS2 25/12:31 40.6 
NS3 25/22:09 60.8 
NS (partial) 26/00:00 64.7 

MP 26/06:20--07: 50 79.6 

BS 27/22:41:10 162.3 
BS 27/23:01:05 163.0 

BS 28/12:56:20 192.0 
BS 28/13:02:15 192.2 
BS 28/14:08->14:40 195 
BS 28/21:25:50 209.6 

BS 29/06:06:25 227.7 

*1 Ru = 25,600 km. tPartial crossings between 
24/09:47:25 and 24/10:07:10. tTime uncertain be- 
cause of data gaps. 

magnetopause was modeled with an ellipse 
and the upper magnetopause with a circle 
near the planet, smoothly connected at a 
point on the near tail boundary by a straight 
line of shallow slope (representing the tail 
boundary). The slope (tan 1.9?) of that line 
was chosen to equal that of the observed tail 
field just within the magnetopause. The 
derived normal to the inbound magneto- 
pause surface was used as a constraint on the 
lower curve. The lower bow shock of Fig. 2 
was also modeled by an ellipse and the upper 
bow shock with a circle close to the nose, 
matched to a straight line (representing the 
cross section of a shock Mach cone). The 
slope (tan 3.4?) was chosen to be that 
expected for the cold, fast solar wind at 19 
astronomical units impinging on a blunt 
obstacle. The magnetosonic Mach number 
was estimated to be about 17. The two sets 
of bow shock and magnetopause curves 
were modeled such that they coincided at 
the subsolar point. Aberration due to plane- 
tary motion is small (<1?). The resulting 
subsolar magnetopause and bow shock dis- 
tances are 17.8 and 22.5 Uranus radii (Ru), 
respectively. In the x0 = 0 plane, which is 
nearly coplanar with that in which the plan- 
et's moons orbit, the magnetopause extend- 
ed to between 25 and 33 Ru during encoun- 
ter. Since Oberon's orbital radius is 22.9 
Ru, all the known moons have orbits that 

Planetary magnetic field and rotation rate. 
Upon Voyager 2's entry into the Uranian 
magnetosphere, the observed magnetic field 
magnitude was approximately 7 nT (Fig. 1). 
The observed field magnitude then in- 
creased steadily to a maximum of 413 nT at 
1756 spacecraft event time on day 24, just 2 
minutes before closest approach (at 4.19 
Ru). The field intensity then steadily de- 
creased to 8 nT by 0200 on day 25. Within 
12 Ru of the planet, the subspacecraft longi- 
tude varied by a full 360? cycle as the 
latitude changed from + 52? to -78?. These 
wide ranges were particularly advantageous 
for the analysis and characterization of the 
planet's internal magnetic field. 

Initial analyses established that the mag- 
netic dipole axis was tilted by a large angle 
with respect to the rotation axis. These 
results were obtained by a spherical harmon- 
ic analysis (IE 1) to first order in internal 
terms (centered internal dipole) and to first 
order in external terms (uniform external 
field). However, in fitting 10-minute seg- 
ments of data, a systematic drift (with time) 
of the dipole axis longitude was obtained. 
This implied that the rotation rate of the 
observed magnetic field was about 2? per 
hour less than that (23.12? per hour) adopt- 
ed by the Voyager project well before en- 
counter. Spherical harmonic analyses to sec- 
ond order in internal field (dipole plus quad- 
rupole) and first order in external field 
(12E1) resulted in a significantly better fit to 
the observations (0.92 nT RMS for distance 
less than 12 Ru) and a minimum in the 
RMS residuals corresponding to a rotation 
period of 17.29 ? 0.1 hours compared to 
the period of 15.57 hours selected before 
encounter. The magnitude of the quadru- 
pole field in our initial analyses is substan- 
tial, and its contribution to the surface field 
of Uranus may be comparable to, or even 
larger than, that of the dipole. There is also 
evidence in the magnetic field observations 

are usually within the magnetosphere in this 
phase of the Uranian year and, to a slightly 
lesser extent, throughout its year. 
86 

of higher order (octupole) contributions. 
For an initial model of the Uranian mag- 

netic field, we adopted an offset, tilted di- 
pole (OTD) representation. This model is 
particularly well suited for initial studies of 
charged particle motions in the magneto- 
sphere. The best fitting OTD model has 
been derived by varying the location of the 
magnetic dipole to obtain a minimum RMS 
residual while also allowing the orientation 
and magnitude of the dipole to vary. The 
OTD model so obtained has a moment of 
0.23 GR3 and the positive pole tilted 60? 
from the rotation axis toward 48?W longi- 
tude, where longitude increases with time as 
seen from an inertially fixed point; this 
magnetic moment is close to one estimated 
by Van Allen (17) based on comparative 
planetology. The longitude of the spacecraft 
at 1800 of day 24 in this planet-centered 
coordinate system was 302?W. The OTD is 
located at Ax = -0.02 Ru, Ay = +0.02 
Ru, and Az - -0.31 Ru, with positive z in 
the direction of the planetary angular mo- 
mentum vector. This OTD model fits the 
magnetic field observations within 12 Ru, 
with an RMS residual of 2.4 nT (Fig. 3). 

A diagram of the magnetic field config- 
uration is shown in Fig. 4. The magnetic 
field intensity on the planet's surface ranges 
from a low of about 0.1 G on the sunlit 
hemisphere to a maximum of about 1.1 G 
on the dark hemisphere. This 10:1 differ- 
ence in surface field magnitude is far greater 
than that of either Jupiter or Saturn (18) and 
should lead to significant hemispherical dif- 
ferences in the altitude profiles of trapped 
and precipitating radiation belt particles. As 
shown in Fig. 4, the positive pole intersects 
the surface at + 15.2?, 47.7?W and the 
negative pole at -44.2?, 227.5?W. 

The magnetotail. The magnetosphere of 

Fig. 2. Voyager 2's trajectory 
through the Uranian magneto- 
sphere and representations of the 
planetary bow shock and magneto- 
pause boundaries. The plane of 
projection is the Uranian orbital 
plane (xo-yo), where +xo is sunward 
and zo = Xo x o. The lower 
boundary curves are based on the 
observed inbound crossing loca- 
tions, and the upper curyes repre- 
sent boundary shapes expected in 
the region yo < 0 about 5.5 hours 

-160 RU later, when the planetary magnetic 
dipole (then near the xo-yo plane) 
exerts increased internal field pres- 
sure on the yo < 0 portion of the 

Ise magnetopaluse. The vectors along 
the trajectory are hourly averaged 
components of the magnetospheric 
field, scaled logarithmically. The 
circled numbers represent the three 
sequential transversals of the bipo- 
lar magnetic tail neutral sheet. 
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Voyager magnetic field measurements: Neptune

Table 1. Neptune magnetosphere boundaries. 

Spacecraft position, Neptune- 
Nature of Time R centered (2N) (R ) 

"boundary" (day/hour) (RN) XO YO ZO p N 

BS 236/1438 34.9 33.9 8.3 0.37 8.3 

MP 236/1800 26.5 23.0 25.7 6.1 0.69i: 6.1 

-1935* 
(CA) 237/0355 1.18 -0.34 -0.55 0 99 1.13 
MP 238/0819 72.3 -50.5 10.8 -50.5 51.6 
BS (3?) 239/ 2000 161.1 - 111.0 25.2 - 114.05 116.3 

-2100t 

*Range of times given because of the complex nature of the inbound boundary, still under study. tRange of times 
given because of multiple crossings. tPosition of spacecraft given for the earliest time in range. GPosition of 
spacecraft given for center time in range. 

,000, 1 ,> § I § F Fig. 1. (Top) The inten- 
- BSMP X MP BS (3?) - Siw of the magnetic Seld 

F r ; 1, J E ; pv v (B) and the Pythagorean 
X -^ f,,,/ \ \ l mean ofthe vector com- 

-6 @ =i < - ponent rms deviations, 

o ol -- ] - based on 8-min aver- 
oo, | ages. ( Bottom) Planeto- 

/ centric radial distance C ' si .tR X l FC.#---ey--t-+ l (range) and ZO distance 

fi ] t l l t from Neptune orbital 
DaY: 236 237 (CA) 238 239 240 241 plane of the spacecrafc. 

Range: 71.1 RN 11.1 1.18 51.7 110.8 169.7 228.4 The large rms values 
ZO: -1.0 RN 1.3 0.99 -35.8 -78.1 -120.1 -162.1 around CA are associat- 

ed with spatlal gradients 
in the field, during the relatively long averaging interval used. These values are shown "folded over" in 
the center of the panel. 

known originally to contain spurious noise, 
although every reasonable attempt has been 
made to identify and delete obviously bad 
data before analysis. Equally important for 
the quantitative analysis of the planetary 
field is the preliminary nature of the space- 
craft position and attitude information, es- 
pecially during the several roll and many 
. . lmage-motlon-compensation maneuvers 
that the spacecraft performed during flyby. 
Thus we are unable, at this time, to provide 
a complete model of the Neptunian field 
that is valid near the planet. An offset tilted 
dipole (OTD) model is valid between 4 and 
15 RN. The observed field departs progres- 
sively from this OTD both inside and out- 
side of this range. Derivation and use of the 
L parameter (the distance in RN where a 
given field line crosses the magnetic equa- 
tor) based on the OTD for interpretation of 
observations of energetic particles near CA 
is therefore inappropriate and most likely 
incorrect. Indeed, even at 4 to 8 RN the 
computed L values may be misleading, de- 
pending on the equatorial pitch angle (or 
mirror value of B) of the particles studied. 

Magnetopause and bow shock. Figure 1 
shows the magnitude of the magnetic field 
and the associated Pythagorean root-mean- 
square (rms) deviation, based on 8-min av- 
erages, for 5 days around CA. The maxi- 
mum field magnitude observed, based on 
these 8-min averages, was 9700 nT. The 
disturbed nature of the field seen after the 
last outbound bow shock (BS) (at 2100 UT 
on day 239 = 239/2100) and ending near 
240/1200 is possibly due to waves in the 
solar wind associated with field line connec- 
tion to the BS and traditionally referred to as 
upstream waves. (All times are spacecraft 
event times in universal time. ) Figure 2 
shows the modeled magnetopause (MP) 
and BS boundaries, the trajectory of the 
spacecraft, and the hourly averaged magnet- 
ic field values, in a coordinate system whose 
symmetry axis, the X0 axis, is the planet-sun 
line (the X0-p plane rotates so as to always 
contain the sun, Neptune, and the V2). The 
field magnitude is scaled logarithmically. 

Table 1 gives the center times (or ranges) 
of the boundaries along the trajectory and 
V2's position in terms of Neptune's orbital 
plane X0-Yo coordinates (Z0 = X0 x y0), 
R (V2 distance in units of planetary radius, 
RN), and p [= (YQ + ZQ)1/2]. Ranges are 
given for MP and BS because of some 
uncertainty in identification or because of 
multiple crossings. 

One of the most unexpected results from 
this investigation was that the planet's mag- 
netic dipole axis is tilted far (47°) from the 
rotation axis (see below). Hence, the mag- 
netosphere, which acts as an obstacle de- 
flecting the solar wind flow, presents radi- 
cally different aspects or angles of attack to 
the solar wind as the planet and its magnetic 
Seld rotate. The location and shape of the 
MP vary with time even for a constant solar 
wind pressure, and the BS varies in response 
to the motion of the MP. 

The BS and MP boundaries are modeled 
in Fig. 2 as rotationally symmetric ellipsoids 
(about the X0 axis) constrained to pass 
through the identified boundaries. The 
slope of the ellipsoid at the outbound MP 
crossing was constrained to be consistent 
with the estimated normal to that boundary. 
This was determined from a variance analy- 
sis of the 1.92-s averaged field data. The t 
XQ component of the normal is shown at the 
outbound MP as an arrow in Fig. 2; the 
components of this unit normal are (0.22, 

- 0.29, 0.93) . Aberration of the boundaries 
due to planetary motion is very small 
( 0.7°) and has been ignored in the model- 
ing. The subsolar BS and MP distances 
derived from the models were 34.2 and 26.0 
RN, respectively. 

Care was taken to properly choose the 
appropriate boundary "crossing times" for 
the purpose of modeling. For the outbound 
BS, the center time of a closely spaced set of 
crossings was chosen. For the inbound MP 
position, we assume that the outermost part 
of the range given in Table 1 is most likely 
to represent the eiective obstacle boundary 

. . 

posltlon. 
The magnetic field inside the MP in the 

broad boundary region from 236/1800 to 

Fig. 2. The trajectory of V2 through the Nep- 
tunian magnetosphere and representations of the 
planetary bow shock, magnetopause, and hourly 
averaged and logarithmically scaled magnetic field 
(open-headed arrows shown for some). The plane 
of projection, for the trajectory and the Seld, 
contains the sun, Neptune, and the spacecraft. 
The magnetopause and bow shock boundaries are 
represented by portions of ellipses (see text) that 
are analytically "similar" to each other. The out- 
bound magnetopause normal is indicated by an 
arrow. 
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Spherical harmonic models of planetary fields
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Magnetic fields of the ice giants: Present models

  
 Section 3—Science 
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200  Lamy et al. 2012).  At present, spherical harmonics greater than degree four are below the 
limits of spatial resolution, and there is no information about any secular variations.  

These multipolar, non-axisymmetric magnetic fields were a surprise upon their discovery, 
and it is still not understood why these bodies generate remarkably different fields compared to 
all other planets in our solar system (Figure 3- ), whose intrinsic fields are dipole-dominated 
and nearly aligned with their rotation axes (Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, Ganymede, and Mercury to a 
lesser extent), extinct (Mars, the Moon), or unknown ( enus).  Because of their uni ue 
characteristics, the ice giants serve as excellent laboratories for determining the fundamental 
dynamical and chemical processes responsible for generating all planetary magnetic fields. For 
the magnetic and plasma environments of Uranus and Neptune, knowledge of their internal 
magnetic field characteristics and temporal evolution is also essential for correctly interpreting 
magnetospheric configurations and interactions with rings and moons (see also Section .1.11 on 
magnetospheres as well as Sections .1.7, .1. , and .1.  on satellite composition, geology, and 
interiors).  

Magnetic fields originate in the electrically conducting fluid regions of planetary bodies and 
are likely driven by convectively driven dynamo action, which converts kinetic energy into 
magnetic energy (e.g., Stevenson 200  Jones 2011).  As a result, an understanding of the 
dynamo processes that control the magnetic field strength, morphology, and temporal evolution 
of ice giant planets is critically dependent on their poorly constrained interior structures (Section 

.1.1), bulk compositions (Section .1.2), heat balance (Section .1. ), and dynamics (Section 

 
Figure 3-4.  Radial magnetic fields measured on (A) Earth, (B) Jupiter, and (C) Saturn are contrasted against those measured 
on (D) Uranus and (E) Neptune.  The colors represent field intensity where purple (green) indicates outward (inward) directed 
fields.  The measurements on Uranus and Neptune have the lowest spatial resolution (to spherical harmonic degree 3), so all 
planets are shown with that resolution.  This comparison illustrates the ice giants' unique magnetic field morphologies.  Credit: 
Adapted from Schubert and Soderlund (2011) 
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Adapted from Schubert and Soderlund (Phys. Earth Planet. Int., 2011)
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Fig. 3. Comparison of observed and modeled 
magnetic field intensity neai ehcounter (from 
magnetosphere entry to exit): The RMS residual 
for this least-squares fit between 1300 and 2300 
spacecraft event time (range < 12 Ru) is 2.4 nT. 

Uranus has a fully developed magrietotail 
that is similar tb Earth's in many of its 
characteristics. Voyager 2 was in the night- 
side magnetosphere tail region for 31 hours. 
The observed magnetic field direction was 
consistent with a progressive sweeping back 
of the planetary nagnetic field by the solar 
wind to form a two-lobed, bipolar magnetic 
tail (Fig. 2). After Voyager 2's closest ap- 
proach, the tail field rapidly approached an 
alignment either parallel or antiparallel to 
the planet-sun line out to the first magneto- 
pause crossing at a radial distance of 79 Ru 
(xo = 67 Ru). The estimated radius of the 
magnetic tail at that time was 42 Ru. Figure 
2 indicates, with circled numerals, three 
complete crossings of the magnetotail field 
reversal region (plasma current sheet) sepa- 
rating the two lobes. The associated de- 
creases in magnitude at the sheet crossings 
are illustrated in Fig. 1 and the crossing 
times are given in Table 1. Our initial 
analysis supports the conclusion that, within 
the region observed by Voyager 2, the tail 
rotates with the dipole motion but with 
slight (=5.5?) helical twisting, significantly 
less than that proposed (8, 10, 11). Voyager 
2 observed tail lobes of both polarities and 
the current sheet on both sides of the tail 
resulting from this rotation. 

Figure 5 presents a view looking toward 
Uranus of the trajectory in the tail in the y-z 
plane in solar magnetosphere (SM) coordi- 
nates. The SM coordinates are right-hand- 
ed; XSM is toward the sun, and the plane 
XSM-ZSM rotates to contain the dipole axis. 
The dashed curve through the sheet cross- 
ings is a possible sheet geometry. Through 

4 JULY 1986 

statistical analysis, Fairfield (19) found that 
the shape of Earth's neutral sheet is well 
represented by an ellipse. With only three 
crossings observed at Uranus, a rigorous 
curve fitting is not justified. The crossings 
are consistent with the parabola YSM = 
+ 12(9 - ZSM)/2, giving an origin offset by 
9 Ru along the +ZSM axis. Taking this as the 
height of the hinge point of the current 
sheet gives an estimated hinge point dis- 
tance of about 18 Ru along the extended 
magnetic equator in the midnight meridian 
plane. This is equal to the distance to the 
dayside magnetopause boundary found by 
Voyager 2. A similar equality has been 
found at Earth, where the stagnation point 
magnetopause distance and hinge point dis- 
tance are both approximately 11 Earth radii 
on average (15, 19). The size of the diamag- 
netic decreases in field magnitude that occur 
at the neutral sheet crossings can be used to 
estimate the plasma sheet thickness; the 
initial estimate at the center of the tail is 10 
RU, increasing toward the flanks of the tail. 
This is approximately 25% of the tail radius 
and agrees well with the structure observed 
at Earth (20). 

Initial analysis of the variation in magnet- 
ic field magnitude with increasing distance 
from Uranus in the tail indicates that, to a 
radial distance of about 25 Ru (up to the 
first current sheet traversal), the field de- 
creased as a dipole. A markedly different 
gradient was observed beyond 25 Ru, with 
intensity decreasing with distance XSM along 
the planet-sun line as xsi6, compared with 
values at Earth between xs03 to xs 7 (21). 
No clear difference in field strength between 
the tWo lobes was apparent in this study. 

Interactions of the moons in the Uranian 
magnetosphere. The size of the Uranian mag- 
netosphere (18 Ru sunward) observed by 
Voyager indicates that even the outermost 
moon Oberon (at 22.9 Ru) will spend a 
large fraction of its orbit inside the magne- 

Fig. 4. Diagram of the OTD field lines in the 
meridian plane containing the OTD axis and 
rotation axis, illustrating the effects of the large 
angular (and spatial) offset from the rotation axis 
(and center) of Uranus. 

ZSM-50 R 

Fig. 5. The outbound Voyager 2 trajectory pro- 
jected onto the solar magnetosphere y-z plane 
with a polarity indication of the lobe in which the 
spacecraft was located (+ field was away from the 
planet). Since ZSM rotates with the Uranian mag- 
netic dipole, the spacecraft appears to trace out a 
spiral. Complete current sheet crossings are num- 
bered as in Fig. 1. A model neutral sheet shape in 
cross section is given by the dashed curve. For 
reference, a circle is drawn with radius equal to 
the magnetopause crossing distance, assuming 
that the XSM axis is coincident with the tail axis. 
Conservation of magnetic flux requires the actual 
tail axis to be displaced in the +ZSM direction. The 
apparent angular displacement of the position of 
the symmetry axis of the estimated neutral sheet 
(dashed curve) from the Zsm axis is consistent with 
the slight helical twist found for the tail field lines 
(see text). 

tosphere. The large tilt of the magnetic 
dipole axis leads to a dynamic situation in 
which the moons traverse a wide range of 
magnetic latitudes and longitudes. In so 
doing, the moons can effectively sweep up 
the trapped energetic charged particles from 
the magnetosphere (22). The relative posi- 
tions of Voyager 2 and the mc is can 
appropriately be described in t:,?-:- of a 
well-known radiation belt coordi ',C ., stem 
called (B, L) (23). The parametet : .mits 
of planetary radii) measures thL .:: etic 
equatorial distance to a field i:- .bout 
which energetic charged particlk /rate, 
and B is the minimum magnetic fiei: inten- 
sity along a specific field line. In the degen- 
eratively simple case of a dipole, we choose 
the origin to coincide with the location of 
the OTD and L to specify the positions of 
Voyager 2 and the moons. 

Figure 6 illustrates the paths in L space 
followed by Voyager 2, Miranda, Ariel, 
Umbriel, and Titania as functions of space- 
craft event time. The moons sweep through 
the magnetosphere in a complex way and 
can absorb (22) radiation belt particles with 
the same L, creating a dynamic magneto- 
spheric structure. Particle absorption signa- 
tures are usually associated with the bound- 
aries of the L space swept out by a particular 
moon. However, we emphasize the antici- 
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236/1930 resembles that in the "entry 
layer" of Earth's distant polar cusp (8) in the 
following respects: 

1) The boundary between the magneto- 
sheath and the entry layer is marked by 
a discontinuity in the magnetic field 
direction, which can be identified with 
a crossing of the global magnetopause 
surface. 

2) This directional discontinuity is asso- 
ciated with a local depression in the 
magnetic field intensity 

3) The magnitude of the magnetic field 
in the boundary layer is strongly fluc- 
tuating, whereas its direction is more 
stable. 

4) The direction of the magnetic field in 
the boundary layer changes slowly, 
approaching the dipole configuration 
closer to the planet. 

A similar magnetic field profile in the 
vicinity of Earth's distant polar cusp was 
reported by Fairfield and Ness (9), who also 
observed high-frequently fluctuations in the 
magnetic field and a deficit in the field 
strength relative to the dipole. Enhanced 
magnetic field fluctuations and a deficit in 
the field strength relative to that of the OTD 
were also observed in the boundary layer at 
Neptune (see Figs. 1 and 3, respectively). If 
the boundary layer at Neptune is an entry 
layer, then the density and temperature in 
the layer should be comparable to that in the 
magnetosheath, the bulk speed should be 
low and irregular, and the density should 
drop abruptly at the inner edge of the layer. 
Plasma data are required to determine 
whether the boundary layer observed is a 
region of inflow, outflow, or stagnation. 

Planetary magnetic field. Upon V2's entry 
into the magnetosphere of Neptune 
(236/1800 to 236/1930), the observed mag- 
nitude of the magnetic field was betsveen 1 
and 2 nT (Fig. 3). The field then increased 
steadily by four orders of magnitude, reach- 
ing a maximum of 9950 nT just before CA 
at 1.18 RN at 237/0355:39. The field, with 
a notable double peak, then steadily de- 
creased with increasing radial distance from 
the planet, dropping to 1 nT at 237/1300 
(24 RN distance). The brevity of this en- 
counter, and the characteristics of the trajec- 
tory of V2, yielded an unusual spatial distri- 
bution of observations. Most of the varia- 
tion in latitude and longitude occurred 
while V2 was relatively close to the planet, 
less than 4 RN. Between 4 and 20 RN, the 
latitude was bounded by 0° and -24° and 
the longitude remained between 275° and 
75°W. 

This longitude system is based on a plane- 
tary rotation period (10) of 16 hours 03 
min, according to the Jet Propulsion Labo- 
ratory (JPL) trajectory data tape (SEDR) 

Fig. 3. Comparison of 
the magnitude of the ob- 
served magnetic Seld 
(bold solid line) and 
OTD model Seld (long 
dashes) for a period of 
24 hours centered on 
Neptune CA; radial dis- 
tance of V2 from the 
planetary center (short 
dashes). The OTD mod- 
el is based on vector av- 
erages of the held at 48-s 
intervals in the radial 
range of 4 to 15 RN- 
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issued after encounter. In this system, the 
spacecraft was at 160°W at CA. The Nep- 
tune pole position is defined by a right 
ascension of 298.85°, declination of 42.42°, 
as given in the 14 August 1989 JPL distri- 
bution of the physical constants. 

An OTD representation has been adopted 
for the preliminary model of Neptune's 
magnetic field. This representation is well 
suited for studies of magnetospheric struc- 
ture in those regions where the field is 
mainly dipolar, R > 4 RN. Closer to Nep- 
tune, the OTD is not a good approximation 
to the field; significant higher order multi- 
poles or local sources, or both (as yet unde- 
termined), cannot be neglected. For this 
initial report, we determined the best fitting 
OTD by systematically varying its location 
to obtain a minimum rms residual, while 
simultaneously allowing the magnitude and 
orientation of the dipole to vary. Averages 
of the vector field at 48-s intervals at radial 
distances of 4 to 15 RN were used to 
determine the model. 

The OTD model so obtained has a dipole 
moment of 0.133 G-RN3, a dipole tilt (with 
respect to the rotation axis) of 46.8° toward 
79.5°W. (The dipole harmonic terms are: 
gl = 9100 nT, gl = 1760 nT, hl = -9520 
nT. The orientation of the dipole is such 
that the positive pole is in Neptune's north- 
ern hemisphere as defined by the planet's 
angular momentum vector. Thus, field lines 
are directed outward of the northern hemi- 
sphere, as at Jupiter and Saturn, and oppo- 
site to the sense of the present-day geomag- 
netic field. The OTD center is displaced 
(offset) from the planet's center by the sur- 
prisingly large value of 0.55 RN (0.17, 0.46, 
and -0.24 RN in a right-handed coordinate 
system in which the positive z axis is aligned 
with the rotation axis and the x axis passes 
through the zero meridian). 

This OTD model fits the magnetic field 
observations with an rms residual of 1.48 
nT. Figure 3 wompares the magnitude of the 

Rotation 

Fig. 4. Diagram of the OTD field lines of Nep- 
tune in the meridian plane containing the OTD 
center and the rotation axis, illustrating the effects 
of the large dipole tilt and offset on the location of 
the magnetic equator and pole regions. This 
figure is an approximation (the OTD axis is 
actually inclined by 22° with respect to this 
plane). 

observed field with that obtained from the 
OTD model for 1 day centered about CA, 
corresponding to radial distances less than 
30 RN- The OTD model fits the data re- 
markably well, even considerably outside the 
radial range of observations (4 to 15 RN) 
used in the determination of the model. A 
progressively increasing difference between 
the OTD model and the observed field is 
very evident near CA, in a region where the 
field is nondipolar and the OTD model is 
not applicable. 

A schematic diagram of the approximate 
configuration of the dipole magnetic field is 
shown in Fig. 4. This planetary field appears 
similar, in many respects, to that of Uranus 
(4, 11). The magnetic field intensity on the 
planet's surface may be expected to range 
from a low of <0.1 G to a maximum of 
> 1.0 G, because of the large spatial offset of 
the OTD. However, close to the planet, the 
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Implications of current understanding

  
 Section 3—Science 
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be common among exoplanets.  At both Uranus and Neptune, the angle between the planetary 
magnetic dipole axis and the planetary rotation axis is larger than that of any of the other 
magnetized planets (  and 7  respectively) (Ness et al. 1 , 1  Connerney et al. 1 7, 
1 1  Holme and Bloxhom 1  Herbert 200 ), which leads to dramatic magnetospheric 
dynamics in both cases (Figures 3-13 and 3-1 ).  However, differing planetary obli uities and the 
presence of Triton in the Neptunian system create important differences between the two systems. 

Present understanding of how these magnetospheres 
work is very limited, based only on the single-point in 
situ measurements made during the oyager 2 flyby 
(Stone and Miner 1 , 1 ) and results of numerical 
modeling (e.g., Cao and Paty 201  Me nertsen et al. 
201 ).  Progress in this area is not only essential for 
understanding energy flow through the space 
environments surrounding the ice giants and for 
improving our understanding of fundamental space 
plasma processes, but is also essential for efforts to reveal 
the origin of the planetary magnetic dynamos and interior 
structure (see Sections .1.1 and .1. ), for determining 
auroral energy input to the atmosphere (a possible 
explanation for the unusually high upper-atmospheric 
temperatures seen on all giant planets), for constraining 
the extent of space weathering of planetary moon 
surfaces (see Section .1.7), and for understanding the 
possible magnetospheres of exoplanets. 

 
Figure 3-13.  Diurnal variation of ice giant magnetospheric geometry with respect to the solar wind; schematic of the changes 
over half a planetary rotation.  The case of Neptune during the Voyager 2 encounter of 1989 is shown.  The Sun is to the left in 
both panels, the planet's rotation axis is shown in black, the planetary magnetic dipole axis is shown in red, and magnetic field 
lines are shown in yellow.  This orientation produces a complex interaction between the solar wind and the magnetosphere as 
the planet rotates.  It changes from a more "closed" configuration (left), where the planetary field lines block the solar wind, to a 
more “open” configuration (right) where the planetary field can connect to the solar wind.  The fields of the terrestrial and gas 
giant planets are always in the "closed" configuration.  Uranus' magnetosphere will have a similar geometry in the late 2030s 
when Uranus is between solstice and equinox.  Credit: Steve Bartlett and Fran Baegenal  

 
Figure 3-14.  Recent numerical modeling of 
Neptune’s magnetosphere.  The solar wind is 
incident from the bottom left.  Magnetic field lines 
are colored by the local field strength.  Note the 
complex twisting of field lines down the magnetotail 
to the right.  Credit: Lars Mejnertsen, Imperial 
College London 
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Figure 4. Composite cylindrical projection built from the 12 STIS processed images of Uranus obtained in November
2014. The top white region indicates latitudes which were not visible. The average H2 brightness was derived in 2∘ × 2∘
bins. Uranocentric coordinates are taken at 1100 km above the 1 bar level. Red and blue pairs of solid lines indicate
southern and northern model auroral ovals calculated with the AH5 model. Their outer and inner boundaries map the
footprint of field lines whose apex reach 5 and 20 RU , respectively. The red and blue horizontal dashed parallels indicate
the latitude of magnetic poles. The red and blue vertical dash-dotted meridians indicate the best fit longitude of
magnetic poles, namely, 104 ± 26∘ (284 ±26∘) for the southern (northern) pole.

3.4. Localization of Magnetic Poles
In Figure 2, model southern auroral ovals are displayed in red (the associated blue northern ovals are not
visible as they are located on the nightside). They were derived from the most up-to-date AH5 magnetic field
model of Uranus [Herbert, 2009] and delimited by a pair of solid lines which map the footprints of magnetic
field lines whose apex reaches 5 (outer line) and 20 (inner line) Uranian radii respectively (1 RU = 25,559 km)
at the 1100 km altitude. This wide interval provides a fair guide to investigate any auroral field lines, as it
encompasses most of the inner magnetosphere (the 1986 aurorae lay at the footprint of AH5 field lines of
apex just outside 5 RU) and the outer magnetosphere (the subsolar standoff distance of the magnetopause
lays at 18 RU during the Voyager 2 flyby and is likely to be less during magnetospheric compressions).

In order to quantitatively constrain the longitude of the magnetic poles, we have built a composite cylindrical
brightness map from all the 2014 images, including those which did not exhibit any significant auroral signal
to take into account any possible weak or diffuse additional aurorae not investigated above. The result is
displayed in Figure 4. As a result of the planetary inclination, the projection maps all longitudes, and latitudes
≤50∘. We then built a mask from model auroral ovals defined above and performed a 2-D cross-correlation
between the two projections by shifting the mask in longitude. This assumes that the latitude of magnetic
poles has not varied since 1986. The correlation coefficient clearly peaks twice at 0.15 and 0.13, above an
average level of 0.05, for longitudes of the southern magnetic pole of 104∘ and 118∘, respectively. We chose
the first peak as best fit and used it to fix the longitude of both magnetic poles. The corresponding model
ovals are overplotted on the data in Figure 4. The existence of a second peak of comparable (although lower)
amplitude simply illustrates that the aurorae, mainly clustered around one localized active region, cannot be
uniquely fitted: the oval corresponding to the second fit is located to the right in Figure 4. The half maximum of
the highest correlation coefficient yields a conservatively acceptable range of 78–130∘ longitude. Therefore,
we identify the southern (northern) magnetic pole at 104 ± 26∘ (284 ± 26∘) longitude over the month of
November 2014. The subsequent update of the rotation period and ULS system using the full set of HST auroral
detections is beyond the scope of this paper.

A similar approach could not be applied to the 2012 observations, because of less frequent and weaker auroral
emissions. The model ovals displayed in Figures 2a2 and 2b2 thus simply indicate a visual best fit.

4. Discussion

The 6 detections acquired from the 2012 and 2014 HST campaigns now add to the 3 auroral signatures
detected during the 1998 and 2011 HST campaigns. Although the statistics remains limited, this collection
nonetheless provides a basis to further investigate possible origins for the observed auroral precipitations.

The ring-like faint emissions of 1998 were discussed by L12 who proposed that they could be powered by
some magnetospheric acceleration process, active for an intermediate Solstice-to-Equinox configuration, and

LAMY ET AL. THE AURORAE OF URANUS PAST EQUINOX UNDER VARIABLE SOLAR WIND CONDITIONS 4004

From Lamy et al. (JGR, 2017)

Credit: F. Bagenal & S. Bartlett

The magnetic field models are relevant 
for almost all aspects of each system:
• Interior
• Atmosphere
• Magnetosphere
• Moons Uranus Orbiter and Entry Probe White Paper – Spokesperson: C.S. Arridge 
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core,or efficient vertical mixing, or inclusion of disk-gas 
into the building planetesimals, rather than accretion 
onto a large ice-rock core of ~10 ME. Furthermore, the 
predicted large size of Uranus’ core relative to the H2-
He envelope may make Uranus our best opportunity for 
studying the elemental composition and 
thermochemistry of the outer solar nebula at the earliest 
stages of planetary formation. Measurements of Uranus’ 
bulk atmospheric composition, luminosity, magnetic 
and gravity fields, and normal-mode oscillations will 
place new constraints on Uranus’ interior and on the 
origins and evolution of Uranus. The gravity field can 
be measured both by radio science and by observing the 
precession of Uranus’ ten dense narrow elliptical rings 
(Jacobson et al., 1992; Jacobson, 1998, 2007). Magnetic 
field measurements will be used to assess the structure 
of the dynamo region. Measurement of noble gas 
abundances and isotopic ratios can be achieved with a 
shallow (1 bar) entry probe (some isotopic ratios can be 
determined by remote sensing). A deep atmospheric 
entry probe will enable us to measure if the S/N ratio is 
enhanced above solar abundance. Giant-planet 
seismology, building upon the mature fields of helio- 
and astroseismology, will revolutionise our ability to 
probe the interior structure and atmospheric dynamics 
of giant planets. 

Improved knowledge of the composition and interior 
structure of Uranus will also provide deeper insight into 
the processes that remixed material in the 
protoplanetary disk, caused for example by the 
formation of Jupiter (Safronov, 1972; Turrini et al., 
2011) or due to extensive primordial migration of the 
giant planets (Walsh et al., 2011). 

1.1.2 Why does Uranus emit very little heat? 
Voyager measurements suggest that Uranus’ evolution 
produced a planet with negligible self-luminosity, 
smaller than any other planet in our Solar System (Pearl 
et al., 1990). Combined with the sluggish appearance of 

the atmosphere as viewed by Voyager, this suggests that 
the interior of Uranus is either (a) not fully convective 
or that (b) it suffered an early loss of internal heat. Case 
(b) would suggest that the interior is colder than in the 
adiabatic case, with crystalline water deep inside 
(Hubbard et al., 1995). This points to a catastrophic 
event in Uranus’ early history that shocked the matter 
and led to a rapid energy loss. In case (a) we would 
expect the interior to be warmer, with water plasma 
implying large-scale inhomogeneities, possibly caused 
by immiscibility of abundant constituents such as 
helium and carbon or upward mixing of core material, 
that inhibit efficient heat transport. However, during the 
last decade ground-based observations have revealed the 
appearance of prominent cloud features suggesting 
localised convective regions of adiabatic thermal 
gradients in the deep troposphere. Vertical transport of 
energy and material seems to occur only in localised 
regions on this enigmatic planet. In fact, the inferred 
size of a non-convective internal region depends 
sensitively on the imposed intrinsic heat flux value: a 
mostly stable interior is predicted if the heat flux is 
close to zero, but a fully convective interior is possible, 
as for Neptune, should the upper limit of the observed 
heat flux value prove true. 

In order to better constrain Uranus' internal heat flux, 
which was derived by Voyager from the measured 
albedo and brightness temperatures, tighter 
observational constraints of these quantities are 
necessary. These inferences come from a single 
measurement from the Voyager flyby, at a single point 
in Uranus’ seasonal cycle. Indeed, ground-based 
observations of the uranian atmosphere have revealed 
far more dynamic activity during the present season, 
just past the northern spring equinox in 2007. The 
appearance of convective cloud structures in localised 
regions (typically mid-latitudes) suggests convective 
regions of adiabatic thermal gradients in the deep 
troposphere. Thus the balance between Uranus’ 
emission and absorption may be seasonally variable, 
and new global measurements of reflected solar and 
emitted IR radiation are required to assess the presence 
or absence of an internal heat source, and its importance 
as driving mechanisms for Uranus’ meteorological 
activity. Atmospheric properties and profiles, measured 
by an atmospheric entry probe using a combination of 
radio science, an on-board accelerometer and a 
nephelometer, may also shed light on heat transport in 
the atmosphere. 

1.1.3 What is the configuration and origin of 
Uranus’ highly asymmetric magnetic field? 
Understanding the configuration of Uranus’ internal 
magnetic field is essential for correctly interpreting the 

 
Figure 1: Illustration of an interior model which 
satisfies some but not all of the observational 
constraints. 

Credit: C. S. Arridge



Neptune’s magnetic field at Triton



Impact of future magnetic field measurements

• Determination of whether the the ice giant magnetic fields are generated in 
“shallow” layers of liquid water within the interiors.

• Important constraint on poorly understood interior structures.

• Foundation of our understanding of how each magnetosphere is coupled to 
the ionosphere, and the resulting energy input to the atmosphere.

• Explanation of how each magnetosphere can re-configure dramatically on a 
timescale of hours, and what this means for the system.

• Identification of magnetospheric drivers, testing the hypothesis that the solar 
wind dominates, interacting with both systems in a radically different way.

• Establish if the rings are electrodynamically coupled to each planet.

• Carry out passive electromagnetic sounding at planetary moons to search for 
subsurface oceans of liquid water.



Measurements from different platforms

• Spacecraft (and potentially sub-spacecraft) during a flyby
Limited improvement to global field models, negligible impact on 
understanding all other areas addressed by magnetic field measurements.

• Spacecraft during an orbital tour
Measurements would have a significant
impact, addressing all relevant themes
(interior, atmosphere, magnetosphere,
moons).

• Atmospheric probes
Additional input to a global magnetic
field model, and enabling the
measurement of the electrical
conductivity of the ionosphere. 

From Le et al. (JGR, 2010)
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Low-resource magnetometers

At Imperial we build low-resource solid-state magnetometer sensors based on the 
magnetoresistance principle: Hybrid Anisotropic Magnetoresistive (AMR) sensors. 

Our sensors have flown on CubeSats to low Earth orbit (e.g., CINEMA), and 
ongoing development has led to future flight opportunities (e.g., RADCUBE).

The total mass and power of a
two-sensor hybrid AMR
instrument is 110 g and 0.7 W.

B 
(n

T)

From Archer et al. (Ann. Geophys., 2015)

125117-3 Brown et al. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 85, 125117 (2014)

FIG. 2. Image of the hybrid chip from above and below. On the left hand
side is the out of plane AMR sensor (Bz), the passives, and the black glob-
top that covers the MOSFET die. The right hand side shows the in-plane
AMR sensors (Bx,By).

MOSFETs and driver die was not possible the magnetic sig-
nature of the assembled hybrid device was also measured and
found to be below the sensitivity threshold of the screening
magnetometer (<0.1 nT).

The generation of the flipping current pulses locally on
the hybrid means the only signals relating to the sensor drive
function transmitted down the harness are a 13 V bias for
the H-Bridge and the 512 Hz drive clock, which is gener-
ated on the main electronics card. This permits the use of ex-
tremely high gauge wire (36 AWG magnet wire was mandated
for TRIO-CINEMA) while maintaining the ability to deliver
short high current drive spikes into the set-reset straps.

The hybrid has dimensions of 2 cm × 2 cm × 0.5 cm
and a mass of <1 g. All component parts used in the hybrid
are commercial grade, however both the semiconductor die
parts and capacitors are available as radiation hardened space

qualified versions. A photo displaying the two sides of the hy-
brid showing the orthogonal arrangement of the AMR chips
is shown in Fig. 2. In the flight configuration, the hybrid is
housed inside a 2 cm × 2 cm × 2 cm aluminium casing and
held in a fixed position through the use of resin spacers. The
whole head is potted in epoxy to provide both mechanical sta-
bility and to increase the thermal inertia to limit rapid temper-
ature changes inside the MR sensors (e.g., as the sensor goes
in and out of eclipse).

B. Control electronics

The electronics card houses the drive and sense analogue
electronics and a 24 bit ADC (TI ADS1217). A schematic
of the control electronics is shown in Fig. 3. Both analogue
and digital electronics operate off a single ended 5 V sup-
ply and a 17 V line (which is dropped to 13 V) provides the
bias for the H-Bridge flipping. There are six individual con-
trol loops in total, three for the three axis hybrid and three
for a second orthogonal sensor triad of HMC1001s that are
housed on the electronics card itself. The sensor triad housed
on the electronics card is referred to as the Inboard (IB) sen-
sor and the harness connected sensor is called the Outboard
(OB) sensor. The inboard sensor was included for the purpose
of redundancy in case of failure of the outboard hybrid sensor
or harness connection. Each individual loop for the outboard
sensor axes is composed of a differential low-noise pre-amp
which amplifies the low amplitude flipped signal in parallel
with an analogue offset compensator to remove the bridge off-
set as described previously.21 The DC centred signal is then
demodulated and fed to an integrator which is used to con-
trol a feedback current via an op-amp, the output current of
the op-amp flows down the harness to the offset strap which
thereby closes the loop. The output of the integrator is di-
rectly proportional to the field component along the sensitive

FIG. 3. Magnetometer block diagram. The hybrid sensor is connected to the controller board via a 1 m harness. The controller board contains the signal
processing control for the hybrid, the complete inboard vector magnetometer, and ADC.

 This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitationnew.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP:
155.198.195.3 On: Mon, 05 Jan 2015 23:30:11

From Brown et al. (Rev. Sci. Inst., 2014)



A magnetometer for an ice giant probe

We propose an instrument comprising electronics, harnessing, and two sensors.

• Limited EMC requirements 
(c.f., MASCOT/Hayabusa 2) and no
alignment requirements (|B| only)
à Mounting on a boom not needed.

• MR sensors are more robust than
fluxgates à more favourable for
bonus science at lower altitudes.

Mass 70 g for electronics, 20 g per sensor 
(includes sensor head and harness). Total 
two-sensor instrument mass: 110 g.

Volume Each sensor head: 21 x 21 x 11 mm3

Electronics card: 90 x 96 mm3

Power 0.7 W

Data rate Normal mode (1 vectors/s): 72 bps
Burst mode (10 vectors/s): 704 bps

Radiation Sensor head not susceptible to at least 100 
krad. Electronics COTS, RH parts available.

Thermal Sensor: +143 to +373 K (-130 to +100 °C)

Absolute 
accuracy

1 nT (calibrated)

Noise 
density

300 pT Hz-1/2 at 1 Hz 

Digital 
resolution

0.114 nT

Range ±60,000 nT



Summary

• Voyager 2 showed that Uranus and Neptune have complex 
planetary magnetic fields and highly dynamic magnetopsheres

• Future magnetic field measurements at each planet will allow 
significant progress in understanding many aspects of each system

• Measurements from an orbiting spacecraft are essential and 
measurements from atmospheric probes enable new science

• We propose a low-resource magnetic field experiment for a probe 
that would allow the measurement of ionospheric conductivity
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Science traceability

Science Objective Measurement
Objective

Measurement 
Requirements

Instrument Instrument 
Requirements

Determine the 
electrical conductivity 
of the planetary 
ionosphere

Neutral and charged particle measurements. Using Cassini as a reference.

Measure the magnetic 
field within the 
ionosphere to within 
one order of 
magnitude, and 
resolve altitudinal 
structure to at least 
reveal if it is 2-layer.

• Field magnitude 
accuracy of 
2,000 nT.

• Range of 
±20,000 nT.

• Cadence of 
6 vectors/min to 
provide at least 10 
measurements 
between 2,000 and 
1,000 km altitude. 

Magnetometer 
comprising Hybrid 
Anisotropic 
Magnetoresistive 
sensors

Accommodation on a 
probe. Operate at 
ionospheric altitudes 
(10,000 km to 1,000 
km above the 1 bar 
level, pressures <0.2 
μbar).



Origin of magnetic field accuracy requirement

Courtesy of O. Shebanits


